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In [Z] Harada and Lang consider the problem of putting a curve y2 = 
Ax4 + B.x3 + . . of genus 1 with a rational point into weierstrass form 
Y2+A,XY+A3Y=X3+A*X2+A4X+A~. (1) 
However, their formulary for the A, excludes certain (“unlikely event”) 
cases. For example their formulas break down for all curves in the family 
y2 = Ax’ + Bx3 + (D2/4q2) x2 + Dx + q2 
with rational point (0, q), q # 0. It turns out that a more direct approach 
leads to simpler formulas which work in all cases and these formulas are 
presented here. 
No doubt all of this is ancient folklore, but I have never found this algo- 
rithm stated explicitly, and since the arithmetic of elliptic curves is an 
active and popular field these days, it seems worthwhile to have this in 
print. In this spirit of community service an explicit algorithm for rendering 
a general cubic with rational point into weierstrass form rounds out this 
note. ’
First the quartic: 
y2=Ax4+Bx3fCx2+Dx+E (2) 
defined over a field k of characteristic not 2 or 3. If A = 0 then B # 0 
(otherwise the curve has genus 0) and the substitutions x = X/B, y = Y/B 
put the curve in weierstrass form 
Y2 = X3 + CX2 + BDX+ B*E. 
’ Both these algorithms are included as procedures in “specs” (arithmetic of plane elliptic 
curves) which is a comprehensive program written in MAPLE intended for free distribution. 
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Thus assume A # 0 and also assume that the discriminant of the quartic is 
non-zero (otherwise the quartic has a repeated factor and the curve has 
genus 0). 
There are three cases to consider: 
Case I. (2) has a rational point (x, y) = (p, q) E k x k. Translate 
x=x, + p so that 
y’=axf+bxf+cxf+dx,+q’ 
has the rational points (0, -tq), where 
(3) 
a=A, h= B+4Ap 
c=C+3Bp+6Ap2, (4) 
d = D + 2Cp + 3Bp2 + 4Ap3. 
If q=O then the substitutions x1 = l/x,, y= y2/x: yield 
yi=dx:+cx,2+hx2+a, 
a type discussed earlier. Thus we can assume q # 0 in this case. 
Case II. The places at infinity on (2) are rational, that is, A = F2 for 
some FE k*. The substitutions x = l/x 2, y = y,/x,2 give a Case I equation 
of type (3) with rational points (0, f F). 
Case III. The function field k(x, y) defined by (2) has no rational 
place. Then there is no birational transformation to (1) defined over k since 
k(X, Y) has a rational place. The best that can be done is a rational map 
of degree 4 from the curve (2) to its Jacobian. 
Here are the results. 
THEOREM 1. (i) Assume the quartic on the right of (3) has no repeated 
factor and that aq # 0. Then the curve (3) is birationally equivalent to (l), 
where 
J’=(Wv+q)+dx,)/x:, 
Y= (4q2( y + q) + 2q(dx, + cx;) - d2xf/2q)/x;, 
A, = d/q, A, = c - d2/4q2, 
A,=2qb, Ad= -4q2a, 
A, = A2A, = a(d2 - 4q2c); 
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the inverse map is given by 
x, = (2q(X+ c) - d’/2q)/Y, y = -q + x,(x,X- d)/2q. 
(ii) Assume the quartic on the right of‘ (2) has no repeated factor and 
that A # 0. Then the Jacobian 2 is given by 
Y2=X3+ZX+J, 
I= -27(12AE- 3BD + C’), 
J= -27(72ACE + 9BCD _ 27AD* - 27B*E - 2C’). 
The following is a map of degree 4 from (2) to the Jacobian: 
x= -H(x, 1)/4y2, Y= 3T(x, 1)/32y3, 
where H(x,, x2) is the 2 x 2 hessian determinant of 
f= Ax; + Bx;x2 + Cx;x; + Dx,x; + Ex;, 
and T(x,, x2) is the Jacobian determinant 
II 
aflax, a,fjax, 
II aHlax, aHlax, . 
The map 2 -+ 2 induced b,y the universal property of the Jacobian is 
multiplication by 2. 
Proof. (i) In the notation of [2], X= 2qx, and Y = 4q2y,. As explained 
there, Riemann-Roth implies an equation of linear dependence 
Y2+A,XY+A,Y=AoX3+AzX2+A,X+A6. 
Substitute the expressions for X, Y and multiply by xf to obtain cq + fl= 0, 
where a, b are polynomials in x,. Hence, CI = 0 from which we derive 
A,,= 1 and the stated values of A,, A,, A3, A,, and finally from the XT 
term in fi = 0 we obtain the value of A,. 
(ii) This is just classical covariant theory; see, e.g., [ 1, p. 1981. 
H(x, 1) is of degree G 4 in x, so in general there are four values of x satisfying 
4Xf(x, 1) + H(x, 1) = 0 for a given X, thus the map, call it 4, from the 
curve to 4 has degree 4. If the roots of f (x, 1) are Oi, i = 1, . . . . 4 then 
q5((0,, 0)) = 0, where 0 is the zero of f, i.e., the point at infinity. We can 
take as the canonical map from the curve to 2 the degree 1 map that sends 
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(0,, 0) to 0. Since the induced map f + 2 has degree 4 and has the 
images of (ei, 0) in its kernel, it is multiplication by 2. 
One more remark is apropos when the function field k(x, y) of (2) has 
no rational place. Then there is one place at infinity and it has degree 2. It 
follows easily from Riemann-Roth (since genus = 1) that every place has 
even degree. This can be restated as a result of Heegner: if (2) has a point 
(p, q) E K x K, where K is an extension of k of odd degree and A is not a 
square in k, in particular A # 0, then (2) has a rational point E k x k. 
(C’ [3, p. 741, but note that the condition on A must be inserted to make 
the statement here correct.) 
Secondly we consider the general cubic 
F= S, U3 + S, U2V+ S, UV2 + S, V3 
such that F = 0 defines a curve of genus 1, equivalently F is irreducible and 
non-singular, with rational point P = (U, V) = (a, b). Here is an algorithm 
to determine the weierstrass form and the birational transformations 
between it and the cubic: 
(1) TranslateU=u+a, V=v+bsothatP=(u,u)=(O,O)isapoint 
on f = 0 where 
f=slu3+S2U2U+S3UU2+SqU3+S5U2+SgUu+S,U2+SgU+SgU (5) 
and si = S,, . . . . s5 = S, + 3S, a’ + S,h, . . . . 
(2) The partial derivatives offat (0,O) with respect o the variables 
u and u are sg, sg, respectively, and not both are 0 since the curve is 
non-singular. Interchange u and u if necessary so that sg # 0. 
(3) Write f =fi +f2 + f3, wheref, is homogeneous of degree i so the 
homogenized form off is fh =fi z2 + f2z + f3. The tangent at P, given by 
fi = s8u + s9u = 0, meets the curve in a third point Q with homogeneous 
coordinates (u, u, z) = ( -e2sg, e2s8, e,), where ei= f,(sg, -s8), i= 2, 3. 
Since the curve is irreducible e2 and e3 cannot both be 0 (that would make 
the tangent a component); e, = 0 means that P = Q is a flex, while e3 = 0 
means that Q is at infinity. If e3 # 0 translate coordinates u = u’- s9e2/e3, 
v = v’ + sse2/e3 while if e3 = 0 make the projective transformation u = 
u’ - sgz’, u = u’ + s8z’, z = u’ and then set z’ = 1. In either case Q is now at 
the origin (u’, u’) = (0,O) and the tangent at P is given by s8u’ + sgu’ = 0. 
(4) If the equation in terms of ZA’, u’ is f’=O and fz’(u’, v’), i= 1, 2, 3 
denote the homogeneous parts off’ then 
u’ff;(l, t)+uK(l, t)+.f;(l> t)=O, 
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where t = v’/u’. Thus 
(6) 
where 4, =f/( 1, t) and 6 = 0: - 44, d3. The values of t such that 6 = 0 are 
the slopes of the tangents to the curve that pass through Q, and one of 
these is to = --s8/s9. Write t = t, + l/t so that p = t46 is a cubic polynomial 
in 2. 
(5) Finally, if 
p=cr3+dz2+ez+k 
then c # 0 (since c = 0 implies that the original curve has genus 0) and the 
substitution r = X/c gives the weierstrass form 
Y2 = X3 + dX2 + ceX+ c2k. 
The birational map between the original curve and this can be traced 
back starting with (6), where 
t = to + c/x, 6 = c2 Y2/X4. 
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